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1. Aims 

 

This remote learning policy for staff aims to: 

Ensure consistency in the approach to remote learning for pupils who aren’t in school 

Set out expectations for all members of the school community with regards to remote learning 

Provide appropriate guidelines for data protection 

 

2. Roles and responsibilities 

When providing remote learning, teaching staff must be available during normal school hours.   

If they’re unable to work for any reason during this time, for example due to sickness or caring for a 
dependent, they should report this using the normal absence procedure.  

The DSL is responsible for ensuring that remote learning delivery and issues that may arise out of it 
is dealt with in line with the school’s child protection / safeguarding policy. 

Staff can expect pupils learning remotely to: 

 Be contactable during the school day – although consider they may not always be in front 
of a device the entire time 

 Complete work to the deadline set by teachers 

 Seek help if they need it, from teachers or teaching assistants 

 Alert teachers if they’re not able to complete work 

Staff can expect parents with children learning remotely to: 

 Make the school aware if their child is sick or otherwise can’t complete work 

 Seek help from the school if they need it – if you know of any resources staff should point 
parents towards if they’re struggling, include those here 

 Be respectful when making any complaints or concerns known to staff 

The Local Advisory Board is responsible for: 

 Monitoring the school’s approach to providing remote learning to ensure education 
remains as high quality as possible 

 Ensuring that staff are certain that remote learning systems are appropriately secure, for 
both data protection and safeguarding reasons 
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3. Who to contact 

If staff have any questions or concerns about remote learning, they should contact the following 
individuals: 

 Issues in setting work – talk to the relevant subject lead or SENCO 

 Issues with behaviour – talk to the relevant head of phase or year 

 Issues with IT – talk to your IT staff or IT provider (Staffs Tech; 
support@manorhall.academy) 

 Issues with their own workload or wellbeing – talk to their line manager 

 Concerns about data protection – talk to the data protection officer (see below) 

 Concerns about safeguarding – talk to the DSL (see below) 

 Data Protection Safeguarding 

Chaselea J.syemour@chaseleapru.staffs.sch.uk headteacher@chaseleapru.staffs.sch.uk 

Cicely Haughton karen@cicely.manorhall.academy karen@cicely.manorhall.academy 

Springfield Melanie.rothwell@themeadows.manorhall.academy Sarah.rubanski@themeadows.manorhall.academy 

The Meadows  

Merryfields D.ellis@merryfields.staffs.sch.uk G.eld@merryfields.staffs.sch.uk 

Rocklands bursar@rocklands.staffs.sch.uk jane@rocklands.staffs.sch.uk 

Loxley Hall t.bullock@loxley.manorhall.academy headarmitage@loxley.manorhall.academy 

Shenstone 
Lodge 

Neil.toplass@shenstonelodge.co.uk Leigh.bridgewater@shenstonelodge.co.uk / Allison. 

Bailey Street bursar@baileystreet.manorhall.academy robertsj@baileystreet.manorhall.academy 

Castlewood d.williscroft@castlewoodschool.co.uk m.farrell@castlewoodschool.co.uk / 

t.scott@castlewoodschool.co.uk 

 

 

4. Data protection 

4.1 Accessing personal data 

When accessing personal data for remote learning purposes, all staff members will must use a 
school device or log on through the school network.  

4.2 Processing personal data 

Staff members may need to collect and/or share personal data such as phone numbers and 
personal email addresses as part of the remote learning system. As long as this processing is 
necessary for the school’s official functions, individuals won’t need to give permission for this to 
happen. 

mailto:Melanie.rothwell@themeadows.manorhall.academy
mailto:Leigh.bridgewater@shenstonelodge.co.uk
mailto:m.farrell@castlewoodschool.co.uk
mailto:t.scott@castlewoodschool.co.uk
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However, staff are reminded to collect and/or share as little personal data as possible online. 

4.3 Keeping devices secure 

All staff members will take appropriate steps to ensure their devices remain secure. This includes, 
but is not limited to: 

 Keeping the device password-protected – strong passwords are at least 8 characters, with 
a combination of upper and lower-case letters, numbers and special characters (e.g. 
asterisk or currency symbol) 

 Ensuring the hard drive is encrypted – this means if the device is lost or stolen, no one can 
access the files stored on the hard drive by attaching it to a new device 

 Making sure the device locks if left inactive for a period of time 

 Not sharing the device among family or friends 

 Installing antivirus and anti-spyware software 

 Keeping operating systems up to date – always install the latest updates 

4.3 Recording of Live Lessons 

The Trust does permit staff to record live lessons for the follow reasons and relies on the ‘public 
task’ lawful basis to do so; 

 Help pupils catch up on missed learning  

 Help deal with any concerns about inappropriate staff or pupil behaviour  

 Monitor remote teaching practice to help our teachers improve and learn from others  

 Before a school records a live lesson they must ensure that parents have been notified (see 
example letters at end of policy) and all systems and platforms used have been recorded on 
the Data Map (Sentry). 

 Schools must store the recordings in line with the Data Protection Policy and the video 
should be correctly deleted after use and not stored for longer than necessary.  

 If a school is recording live lessons, then they must update their privacy policy accordingly. 

 

5. Guidance on appropriate conduct for remote working 

 Staff should not communicate with pupils or parents outside of school channels. 

 When uploading resources ensure that there is no personal data included on open areas. 

 If using a facility with chat, please decide if you need to disable this function.  

 If you do use chat, ensure that pupils are informed that they should only talk about 
school work in the 'Stream' and that you may 'mute' them, i.e. stop them from posting 
or commenting, if they post anything that's inappropriate or bullying in nature. 

 Give parents the chance to opt out of their child posting in the chat too. If they opt their 
child out, mute them or disable the chat facility. 

 Always sit against a neutral background and ensure there is no personal data in the 
background. Most platforms have a background facility if you have not got a suitable 
background at home.  

 Never record in their bedroom where possible (if that's not possible, use a neutral 
background). 
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 Apply the same dress code to remote teaching as you would in the school environment.  

 Ensure that all other tabs or files open on your computer are hidden if you are sharing 
your screen.  

 Double check that any other tabs they have open in their browser would be appropriate 
for a child to see, if they're sharing their screen 

 Use professional language 

 Ensure pupils are in a shared space in their house and that they are dressed 
appropriately – if they are not than ask them to turn off their camera.  

 Inform parents that other children might see or hear them and anything in the 
background. 

 When phoning students do this through parents’ phones only (unless this itself poses a 
safeguarding risk), particularly in primary school, and in all cases make sure parents are 
aware and agree 

 Call in school hours as much as possible 

 Make sure someone else at school is aware, and keep a record of the date and time of 
each call 

 Have a parent there at the child’s end, and have the phone on speaker phone 

 If using your own phone always block your number so the recipient cannot see it. 

 If possible, have another member of staff on the call. If this isn't possible, record the call, 
with parents' permission. Explain you're recording for school records only.  
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Appendix 1 – Recording Live Lessons Letter to Parent 

 

Dear parent/carer, 

We are getting in touch to let you know that we may need to record certain online lessons that 

your child attends.  

The recordings will help us to keep check on our school’s practices, just like we would usually do 

by dropping into lessons or speaking to pupils around the school.  

In every instance, we will carefully consider the need to record, and will only do this if we deem it 

necessary to help deliver education or to keep our pupils and staff safe. 

For example, we may need to make recordings to: 

 Help pupils catch up on missed learning  

 Help us deal with any concerns about inappropriate staff or pupil behaviour  

 Monitor remote teaching practice to help our teachers improve and learn from others  

Please be assured that we will store recordings securely and delete them when they are no longer 

necessary. 

Please get in touch if you have any concerns about the above. You can contact [insert role, e.g. 

headteacher, and contact details] to discuss this further.  

Thank you for your continued support. 

Yours faithfully, 
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Appendix 2 – Live Streaming of Lesson Letter to Parents 2 (Teams is the platform used here 

but please delete where appropriate). 

 

Live Streaming of Lessons: 

As a school setting our chosen platform is Teams to teach all live streamed lessons.  

Teams enables staff in school to set up a safe live lesson that can only be viewed by 

those who are invited to participate in the lesson.  

Ways a Live Streamed Lesson may be conducted: 

Your child may be invited to a 1-1 live streamed lesson with a member of staff 

Your child may be invited to a live streamed lesson including other children who are 

learning from home 

Your child may be invited to a live streamed lesson which may include some children who 

are learning from home and some children may be based in the classroom setting  

Your child may partake in a lesson, in the school setting, where children learning from 

home are involved via a live stream. 

How to support your child at home during a live streamed lesson: 

Where possible sit your child in a quiet space in the home environment, free from 

distractions 

Avoid having other family members visible during the live lesson, unless you, as a parent 

or carer, are required to sit with your child to support them with their work during the 

lesson 

Ensure that your child is appropriately dressed  

Ensure that all necessary equipment is ready for your child to use during the lesson  

How staff will support a live streamed lesson: 

If a staff member is teaching a live streamed lesson from home, they will ensure that no 

other family members are present whilst teaching your child 
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If a staff member is teaching a live streamed lesson from home they will ensure that the 

background is appropriate, free from distractions or pictures of family members  

Staff will ensure that necessary equipment to teach the lesson is readily available to 

enable the lesson to run smoothly for your child 

Staff will place the device in an appropriate position in the classroom for your child to be 

able to participate in the lesson effectively 

Staff will ensure that all children visible on the Teams meeting have consent from 

parents/carers to be involved in a live streamed lesson.   

Members of staff teaching live streamed lessons will, beforehand, provide you with the 

necessary details of how the lesson will be conducted, if the lesson will be 1-1, if your 

child will be in the lesson with other children learning from home or if they will be part of 

a lesson including children based in school.  Parent’s and carers of those children who 

are in school will also be provided with the necessary information about how their child’s 

lessons will be taught and if they will partake in a lesson which includes children being 

taught via a live stream.  After staff have informed you of the process of the lesson.  

Consent is being provided by yourselves for live streamed lessons when your child 

partakes in the lesson.  If you have any concerns about live streaming of lesson’s, please 

do not hesitate to get in contact with the member of staff teaching the lesson before the 

lesson is due to take place.   
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1. Aims 

This remote learning policy for staff aims to: 

Ensure consistency in the approach to remote learning for pupils who aren’t in school 

Set out expectations for all members of the school community with regards to remote learning 

Provide appropriate guidelines for data protection 

It is important to note that given the significant difficulties some of the pupils at Loxley experience, remote 
learning will look different across each class group. Teachers and TAs are best placed to be able to meet their 
pupils’ academic, social and emotional needs and the challenges they experience as a result. 

DfE guidance states: Supporting pupils with special educational needs and disabilities (SEND) 

For many pupils with SEND, the teaching envisaged by this guidance would need to be 
adapted. SEND pupils have a wide range of specific needs. Their teachers and schools are likely to know 
these needs best, and how they can be most effectively met to ensure pupils continue to make progress 
wherever possible if they are not able to be in school. 

It is likely that more individualised planning may need to happen in many cases, and that the support of 
adults in the home will be a significant advantage where that is possible. However, in some cases, the 
suggestions in this guidance may also be useful for pupils with SEND and so should be considered on their 
merit.  

Remote education good practice - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) 

In-keeping with the Whole School Risk Assessment, Environmental Risk Assessment and Covid-SEN Map 
the nature of the remote offer is suitably varied. There are related concerns around live learning for many of 
Loxley’s pupils, so suitable adaptation are made. Safeguarding concerns, SEN needs, self-regulation, 
parental support and mental health needs all inform the decision making process. 

There is a mechanism in place to ensure SLT have oversight of teacher’s plans, but also that teachers can 
feel confident they are being effectively supported and protected in delivering any remote learning activities.  

In some instances, use of IT can be an intimidating, angst inducing experience for Loxley pupils. As such, 
where appropriate and more effective other strategies, resources, materials and support mechanisms are in 
use. All are mapped on our remote learning tracker. Any pupils not engaging in remote learning effectively will 
escalate through a range of intervention strategies to find the right approach and effective learning support. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/remote-education-good-practice/remote-education-good-practice
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Loxley have purchased 26 laptops for distribution. The DfE have allocated 20 and the Local Authority 5.  

 

Curriculum content: 

Loxley's Remote Learning Offer should include Maths, English Reading, English Writing, Science, Cross-
curricular topics and given tasks to promote social and emotional well-being and positive Mental Health.  The 
curriculum subjects should follow the Schemes of Work ratified in the corresponding Policies in the Autumn 
Term.  In addition, the work should be differentiated accordingly and accessible ie dyslexia friendly  

Catch up Premium: 

IN light of the funding received to encourage catch up of pupils who have fallen behind academically, socially 
and emotionally a catch up premium plan indicated ways this funding would be used. This was approved in 
December 2020, however since the January 2021 lockdown has been implemented it may no longer be 
possible to ensure the funding can be best used as previously planned. As such some of the funding will be 
re-purposed and a new plan drawn up in line with needs. Some of this funding will be used to support 
engagement in remote learning. This may include: 

 an enhanced reward system to encourage online engagement 

 purchasing additional laptops, access to online platforms and software 

 re-designating staff commissioned through funding to support pupils’ mental health throughout the 
period of lockdown 

Live learning: 

Staff at Loxley will only engage in live learning with pupils in very specific circumstances. Each pupils’ 
domestic situation, life experiences, ability to engage effectively, social difficulties and self-regulation will all 
need to be considered in doing so. Completing whole class live learning in nearly all instances is universally 
agreed in context to be considered inappropriate and problematic.  

The circumstances where live face-to-face contact by identified key staff will be considered are only when 
this is essential for: 

 Support in accessing material or online resources 

 Specific learning conversations to support ongoing mental health, social or emotional difficulties 

It is important to note also that the SLT, Headteacher and DSL will need to agree that all other avenues of 
support have been ineffective before sanctioning live face-to-face contact online. 

Other mechanisms for contact are in place and proving effective – phone, email and live chat features prove 
effective in supporting learning for most pupils. Additionally some pupils also receive face-to-face learning on 
days where they are on rota to attend school. 

Celebrating Success and Rewards: 

Essential praise and feedback mechanisms will offer key information to support engagement and progress. 
Additional to this Loxley staff will nominate ‘pupils of the week’ who have engaged particularly well. 
Certificates, a letter of praise and a prize will be sent to pupils identified.  

All pupils will access a token economy for completion of learning tasks set allowing them to access rewards 
over time. This will feed into a class reward system and healthy whole school competition based on corporate 
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-achievement. This will encourage full participation and offer broader opportunities to celebrate engagement 
and success. 

Parents and carers who have been noted as offering high quality support in getting their child to engage in 
learning will also receive recognition and positive feedback. 

Review and auditing: 

Senior Leaders, the Curriculum Coordinator and Remote Learning Lead will meet frequently to review the 
remote learning offer. This will look at broad responsibilities, guidance and delivery across the school, but also 
identify best practice to be shared. Individual class groups will be monitored and any successes celebrated, 
problems identified and where needed additional support offered. This is recorded on a ‘Remote Learning 
Review’ template with specific actions identified. An action plan/log will be kept to ensure quality is maintained 
and high standards are adhered to. 

The recommended DfE audit tool will be used at the appropriate times to inform an action plan. 

2. Roles and responsibilities 

2.1 Teachers 

When providing remote learning, teachers must be available between 8:30 – 16:00  

If they are unable to work for any reason during this time, for example due to sickness or caring for a 
dependent, they should report this using the normal absence procedure.  

 

When providing remote learning, teachers are responsible for: 

Setting work – Teachers should set work for: 

o Their individual form groups, or any pupil on Loxley Hall School roll (as asked by SLT) 

o Work should be sufficient to engage the pupil for 1-2 hours per day as an average expectation 
(this may necessarily vary according to needs, difficulties and ability). 

o Work should be set by 16:00 the preceding day 

o Pupils should have received instructions on how to access the work by 16:00 the preceding day 

o Work should be accessible taking into account the pupil’s IT device (see home access) and 
also taking into account each pupil’s IT abilities. 

Providing feedback on work – Teachers should: 

o Use Google classrooms to get access to completed work from pupils.   

o Teachers should share feedback with pupils as soon as practicable again using Google 
Classrooms. 

o Phone support can be offered where appropriate 

o Face to face support can be offered during time on-site 

o Live streamed face to face contact will be considered if all other methods of support are 
unsuccessful 

 

Keeping in touch with pupils who aren’t in school and their parents –  

o Safe & Well calls and home visits will ensure contact is maintained every 5 days for the most 
vulnerable pupils and 14 days for the rest of the school population. 
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o Within the school day (8:30-16:00) teachers will be expected to answer e-mails / telephone 
communication (if at school) with parents. 

o Any complaints should be directed initially to class teacher, then SLT. If the complaint is not 
satisfied then parents/carers should speak to the headteacher. If still not satisfied then the 
complaint should be escalated via the complaints procedure as stated on the school web-site.  
Any safeguarding concerns should be reported by Teachers on MyConcern.  If there are 
concerns from Parents of a safeguarding nature they will be advised by Teachers to direct the 
concern to First Response.  Teachers may ask for safeguarding hub support. 

Attending virtual meetings with staff, parents and pupils (including PEPs, Reviews) –  

o Teachers should dress appropriately, i.e. as if they were attending school. They should never 
appear in video links wearing pyjamas or revealing clothing. 

o Avoid video calls from bedrooms or areas of your home if working from home that reveal 
information about yourself.  Use Teams backgrounds or blurring backgrounds to maintain 
privacy. 

2.2 Teaching assistants 

When assisting with remote learning, teaching assistants must be available between 8:30 am and 15:30 pm. 

If they are unable to work for any reason during this time, for example due to sickness or caring for a 
dependent, they should report this using the normal absence procedure.  

Under direction from class teachers, Teacher assistants should: 

Support pupils who aren’t in school with learning remotely –  

o These pupils will have been delegated to TAs by class teachers 

o Teacher assistants should offer support with sending work and receiving/ marking work under 
the direction of the teacher.  Where appropriate they will engage with pupils’ learning through 
remote access. 

o Phone support can be offered where appropriate 

o Face to face support can be offered during time on-site 

o Live streamed face to face contact will be considered if all other methods of support are 
unsuccessful 

Attending virtual meetings with teachers, parents and pupils –  

o Teacher Assistants should dress appropriately, i.e. as if they were attending school. They 
should never appear in video links wearing pyjamas or revealing clothing. 

o Avoid video calls from bedrooms or areas of your home if working from home that reveal 
information about yourself.  Use Teams backgrounds or blurring backgrounds to maintain 
privacy. 

2.3 Subject leads 

Alongside their teaching responsibilities, subject leads are responsible for: 

Maintaining quality of provision and modifying content if necessary to make lessons accessible to all pupils. 

Working with teachers teaching their subject remotely to make sure all work set is appropriate and 
consistent 

Monitoring the remote work set by teachers in their subject on a half termly basis by Teams / in person. 

Alerting teachers to resources they can use to teach their subject remotely 

2.4 Senior leaders 
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Alongside any teaching responsibilities, senior leaders are responsible for: 

Co-ordinating the remote learning approach across the school  

Monitoring the effectiveness of remote learning – Regular reviews will take place by Teams 

Monitoring the security of remote learning systems, including data protection and safeguarding 
considerations 

2.5 Designated safeguarding lead 

The DSL is responsible for: 

Safeguarding pupils and staff with on-line issues and whole school safeguarding.  The DSL may delegate 
concerns to the Safeguarding Hub within school and co-ordinate a consensual approach to the issues.  The 
DSL may choose to escalate any concerns to First Response, Social Services, LADO or the police.  These 
referrals may also be delegated to members of the Loxley Safeguarding Hub. 

Should any live streaming face-to-face contact be necessary the DSL will need to consider the pupil and the 
circumstances before agreeing to allow this. Careful restrictions and advice will need to be adhered to. 

2.6 IT staff 

IT staff are responsible for: 

Staffordshire Technologies will be responsible for fixing issues with systems used to set and collect work  

Helping staff and parents with any technical issues they’re experiencing 

Reviewing the security of remote learning systems and flagging any data protection breaches to the data 
protection officer (TAB) 

Assisting pupils and parents with accessing the internet or devices 

2.7 Pupils and parents 

Staff can expect pupils learning remotely to: 

Be contactable during the school day – although consider they may not always be in front of a device the 
entire time 

Complete work to the deadline set by teachers 

Seek help if they need it, from teachers or teaching assistants 

Alert teachers if they’re not able to complete work 

Staff can expect parents with children learning remotely to: 

Make the school aware if their child is sick or otherwise can’t complete work 

Seek help from the school if they need it  

Be respectful when making any complaints or concerns known to staff 

2.8 Governing board 

The LAB/governing board is responsible for: 

Monitoring the school’s approach to providing remote learning to ensure education remains as high quality 
as possible 

Ensuring that staff are certain that remote learning systems are appropriately secure, for both data 
protection and safeguarding reasons 

 

3. Who to contact 
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If staff have any questions or concerns about remote learning, they should contact the following individuals: 

Issues in setting work – talk to the relevant subject lead or SENCO ( J Alcock) 

Issues with behaviour – talk to SLT (D Bownds, M Snowden, J Alcock, A Teague) 

Issues with IT – talk to IT staff ( Tammi Degg) 

Issues with their own workload or wellbeing – talk to their line manager/ SLT 

Concerns about data protection – talk to the data protection officer (Tracy Bullock) 

Concerns about safeguarding – talk to the DSL/.DDSL ( M Snowden, A Teague, R Kizis , D Bownds) 

 

4. Data protection 

4.1 Accessing personal data 

When accessing personal data for remote learning purposes, all staff members will: 

 Only use Google Classrooms. 

Staff should use school devices and e-mail addresses provided by the school and not use personal IT 
equipment if at all possible. 

4.2 Processing personal data 

Staff members may need to collect and/or share personal data such as such as email addresses as part of 
the remote learning system. As long as this processing is necessary for the school’s official functions, 
individuals won’t need to give permission for this to happen. 

However, staff are reminded to collect and/or share as little personal data as possible online. 

4.3 Keeping devices secure 

All staff members will take appropriate steps to ensure their devices remain secure. This includes, but is not 
limited to: 

Keeping the device password-protected – strong passwords are at least 8 characters, with a combination of 
upper and lower-case letters, numbers and special characters (e.g. asterisk or currency symbol) 

Ensuring the hard drive is encrypted – this means if the device is lost or stolen, no one can access the files 
stored on the hard drive by attaching it to a new device 

Making sure the device locks if left inactive for a period of time 

Not sharing the device among family or friends 

Installing antivirus and anti-spyware software 

Keeping operating systems up to date – always install the latest updates 

 

5. Safeguarding 

The Safeguarding Policy including the coronavirus addendum can be found on the school website under 
policies. 

Due to the pupils’ special educational needs the amount of distance learning may be modified/ reduced hours 
to meet individual needs and abilities in line with their EHCP. 

 

6. Monitoring arrangements 
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This policy will be reviewed regularly in line with any amended guidance or after a significant period of 
“Lockdown” by SLT and Tammi Degg (IT Lead). At every review, amendments will be highlighted for the full 
governing board of Manor Hall Academy Trust with newly updated recommendations shared. The Chair of 
Governors can approve the policy if it is updated between half termly LAB meetings. 

 

7. Links with other policies (See school website) 

This policy is linked to our: 

 Child protection policy and coronavirus addendum to our child protection policy 

 Data protection policy and privacy notices 

 Home-school agreement 

 ICT and internet acceptable use policy 

Online safety policy 

Teaching and Learning Policy 

Marking Policy 

All subject policies 

 

All of which can be found on the school website at: https://www.loxleyhall.staffs.sch.uk/ourschool/policies 

 
When not attending school for Covid or any other reason, but still able to complete work, pupils will 
have access remote learning using Google Classroom. Lessons will take place online so that they can 
be accessed at times that suit the pupil (e.g. if the pupil shares technology with other family 
members) rather than expecting pupils to participate in live lessons. 
 
To enable remote learning, there will be a number of Chromebooks distributed on a needs basis 
dependent on vulnerability, IT equipment availability and consideration given to safeguarding 
factors. 
 
Teachers will be either in school or at home when using Google Classroom. Teachers will have 
access to school equipment to access Google Classroom. 
 
In the event of school closures then teacher will be responsible for setting for work for their form 
groups and other classes as requested by SLT using Google Classrooms.  
 
Remote Learning Actions - Timeline 

 1st October   Microsoft Teams Identified as not suitable for Loxley Pupils.  

2nd  October  Contacted Staffs TECH to set up Google classrooms.  

6th October Pupils details added to individual form classes for testing 

8th October Tammi Degg to introduce Google Classroom to pupils in 9.1, 9.2 and 10.1 in lessons to get them 

remote ready 

https://www.loxleyhall.staffs.sch.uk/our
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10th October Trial with 2 pupils currently at home due to COVID related problems 

16th October User guides created for pupils/parents/teachers. 

Online folder created for sharing resources. 

17th October Tammi taken off timetable to teach all pupils how to use Google Classrooms 

19th October Licences and management system to be set up on Chrome books by Staff TEC.  

22nd October Training for all Staff on Google Classrooms Twilight  

23rd October Teachers to upload work to Google Classrooms 

25th October User guides for remote learning added to the school website 

27th October Remote Learning guidance issued: Remote education good practice - GOV.UK 

(www.gov.uk) 
2nd November Remote ready 

14th December Draft policy approved by LAB 

30th December DfE advise all special schools to open, while mainstream provisions close 

4th January 2021 Loxley Hall open, but subject to invocation of section 44 by staff members a reduced offer is 

agreed – provision on site only for keyworker children and the most vulnerable 

5th January 2021 Remote learning implemented 

8th January 2021 Follow up parental survey of IT equipment to ensure access 

11th January 2021 Remote Learning policy updated in line with Whole School Risk assessment, Environmental Risk 

assessment, Covid-SEN Map and Remote Learning Tracker. 

13th January 2021 Remote Learning Review completed.  

14th January 2021 Policy updated and shared with Chair and Staff Team (with note that this is subject to 

confirmation and review). 

  

  

  

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/remote-education-good-practice/remote-education-good-practice
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